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Unit F   1 BEDROOM
UNIT TYPE H

14TH - 53RD FLOOR
ONE BEDROOM
929 SQ FT

1 FULL BATH
3 CLOSETS
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G H I J

LIVING / DINING
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UNIT TYPE H

14TH - 53RD FLOOR
ONE BEDROOM
929 SQ FT
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LIVING / DINING
13'-7" x 18'-4"
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Unit H
floors 14 - 53

929 SQ FT
1 FULL BATH
3 CLOSETS

  Living/Dining Area
  Bedroom
  Washer/Dryer
  Bathroom
  Kitchen

All dimensions are approximate. Plans are not to scale.

Plans, materials and specifications are subject to architectural, 

structural and other revisions as they are deemed necessary 

by the developer, builder or architect, or as may be required by law.
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UNIT TYPE L

39TH - 53RD FLOOR
THREE BEDROOM
1,802 SQ FT

BALCONY
2 FULL BATHS
5 CLOSETS

K

L
CDE

F

G H I J

FRONT
ENTRY

FOYER

WALK-IN
CLOSET

MASTER BEDROOM
19'-8" x 20'-11"

BATH

LIVING / DINING
23'-0" x 17'-10"

KITCHEN
8'-3" x 9'-6"

W/D

BEDROOM
13'-1" x 14'-7"

BEDROOM
12'-9" x 11'-6"

MASTER
BATH

BALCONY

All dimensions are approximate. Plans are not to scale.

Plans, materials and specifications are subject to architectural, 

structural and other revisions as they are deemed necessary 

by the developer, builder or architect, or as may be required by law.

3 BEDROOM

UNIT TYPE L

39TH - 53RD FLOOR
THREE BEDROOM
1,802 SQ FT

BALCONY
2 FULL BATHS
5 CLOSETS
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Unit L
floors 39 - 53

1,802 SQ FT
2 FULL BATHS
5 CLOSETS
BALCONY

  Living/Dining Area
  Bedroom
  Washer/Dryer
  Bathroom
  Kitchen
  Balcony

N

TOUCH SCREEN TO LAUNCH HOMEPAGE TOUCH SCREEN TO LAUNCH HOMEPAGE

2 BEDROOM
Unit A
floors 3–38

1,226 SQ FT
2 FULL BATHS
4 CLOSETS
BALCONY

         Studio                  Convertible Studio            1-Bedroom               1-Bedroom +den               2-Bedroom                   3-Bedroom
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THREE

The Streeter Place Concierge is Here to Help

If you’ve ever wished you had an assistant to help 

manage your life, we’ve got good news. Now you do! 

Meet Bethany Reno, the concierge at Streeter Place. 

With all the resources of the city’s leading hospitality 

�rm at her disposal, and your interests at heart, 

Bethany is here to help you make the most of living at 

Streeter Place. 

Bethany originates from Davenport, Iowa, and while 

she’s fond of her hometown, she prefers the lively 

pace of Chicago. What she loves most about the city 

is the changing of seasons, and the fact that there 

is so much to see and do. She continues to discover 

hidden treasures throughout the city—especially 

within the Streeterville neighborhood—and looks 

forward to sharing her insight and enthusiasm with 

the residents of Streeter Place. In addition to keeping 

residents up to date about local events and bringing 

them new ideas, Bethany can also assist with dinner 

reservations, guest accommodations, theater and 

concert tickets and much more. 

Helping residents connect with the neighborhood and 

the city at large is a big part of her job, but Bethany 

is also committed to making sure residents take full 

advantage of the many services and amenities that are 

offered at Streeter Place. She has plans for all kinds of 

fun and enriching resident events (including a 

 

holiday party that’s 

in the works!), and 

is very open to 

ideas about events, 

activities, and clubs 

that residents would 

like to see organized 

in the future. 

In her own words, “I 

want the residents 

of Streeter Place to 

know that I work for 

them.” She believes 

the key to her 

success is open communication and responsiveness 

to resident needs. As residents start to realize all 

of the ways that their concierge can help them, she 

hopes she will have the chance to meet and work with 

everyone at Streeter Place over time. 

Bethany is on site at Streeter Place on Fridays, 

Saturdays and Sundays. She can be reached by email 

every day at Bethany@conciergeunlimited.com 

(except Monday and Tuesday—that’s her “weekend”). 

So stop by and say hello when you get a chance, and 

let Bethany help you make some inspiring plans!

Known as “The Gateway to Chicago,” Streeterville 
sparkles with culture, art, entertainment, and 
nightlife. Best of all, this captivating neighborhood 
belongs �rst to its residents.

NAME: Adrianne Bowsher

TITLE: Leasing Consultant

HOMETOWN: Logansport, IN

HOW I EXPRESS MYSELF CREATIVELY: 

De�nitely through photography. I love 

taking pictures and then I try to �nd 

the perfect frame. My house is �lled 

with photos everywhere.

FAVORITE THING ABOUT CHICAGO:  

The shopping, the restaurants, the 

night life, Wrigley Field, the museums, 

the lake, and my favorite: Lincoln 

Park Zoo!

ONE MORE THING: I really love what I 

do. Finding someone a new home is 

extremely rewarding. You get to meet 

so many new people and every day is 

something new.

NAME: Andre Wright

TITLE: Maintenance

HOMETOWN: Chicago, IL

HOW I EXPRESS MYSELF CREATIVELY: 

I have a hobby of working on old cars, 

my favorite one is a ‘65 Camaro.

FAVORITE THING ABOUT CHICAGO:  

There are plenty of activities going 

on, especially with so many Chicago 

sports teams.

ONE MORE THING: I have never traveled 

outside the U.S.

NAME: Leonard Thomas

TITLE: Dock Master

HOMETOWN: Chicago, IL

HOW I EXPRESS MYSELF CREATIVELY: 

Reading, cooking, swimming and 

dancing with my wife.

FAVORITE THING ABOUT CHICAGO: 

As a lifelong Chicagoan, I enjoy the 

diverse cultures and generous spirit of 

the people.

ONE MORE THING: I’m a dedicated 

community service volunteer.

NAME: Sophia Zuganelis

TITLE: Move-in Coordinator

HOMETOWN: Chicago, IL

HOW I EXPRESS MYSELF CREATIVELY: 

Drawing, traveling, writing, spending 

time with friends and family. 

FAVORITE THING ABOUT CHICAGO: The 

beautiful architecture, friendly people, 

great restaurants and lots of events 

always taking place

ONE MORE THING: I love football and 

hockey and always want to learn 

something new!

NAME: Melissa Tucker

TITLE: Janitor

HOMETOWN: Chicago, IL

HOW I EXPRESS MYSELF CREATIVELY: 

I’m a mother of 4 and they mean the 

whole world to me. I enjoy hanging out 

with my little ones.

FAVORITE THING ABOUT CHICAGO:  

I love the city life, all the people, and 

the many things to do.

ONE MORE THING: I love to clean, the 

outdoors, and experiencing new 

adventures. I live my life one day at 

a time.

at your servicehitting the bricks

service with a smile

We continue our efforts to acquaint you 
with the dedicated staff at Streeter Place.  
Our entire staff plays a part in enhancing 
your life and helping you make the most of 
the abundant amenities at Streeter Place.  
We hope you enjoy these facts about the 
people who make our extraordinary culture 
possible and look forward to bringing you 
more pro�les in our next issue.

Mystery Photo

Can you identify the Streeterville 

landmark pictured left? If you 

think you know what and where  

it is, send your answer to us at  

Club355@streeterplace.com.  

The winner will receive two tickets 

to the John Hancock Observatory.

Last issue’s answer: Tribune Tower

Tailgate on the 12th Floor

Can’t decide whether to watch the game at home or meet some friends at a 

sports bar? Why not do both? 

Come to the amenities oor at Streeter Place to catch all the 

Bears Games on the big screen and hang out with your neighbors. 

Whether you’re an avid football fan, or just someone who likes to 

have fun, you bring the team spirit and we’ll supply the food and 

beverages.  Hope to see you there!

?

TWO

Club 355 guides you through some of the most essential 

cultural events of the season.

SOFA Show

Celebrating its 16th year, SOFA CHICAGO 

2009, the critically acclaimed Sculpture Objects 

& Functional Art Fair, returns to Navy Pier’s 

Festival Hall (600 E. Grand Avenue) to present 

masterworks from 68 top international galleries 

and dealers from 10 countries. November 6–8. 

Visit www.sofaexpo.com to learn more.

The Magni�cent Mile Lights Festival

The Magnificent Mile Lights festival kicks off 

the holiday season Saturday, November 21st at 11 

a.m. With a day full of musical performances on 

the Harris Stage, and culminating with a magical 

lighting procession down North Michigan Avenue 

led by Mickey Mouse and his Walt Disney friends.

Hubbard Street Dance Winter Series

Critically acclaimed for its exuberant, athletic 

and innovative repertoire by world-renowned 

choreographers, Hubbard Street Dance Chicago’s 

ensemble of dancers displays unparalleled 

versatility and virtuosity. The company’s Winter 

program features the powerful and serene Tabula 

Rasa, set to the haunting music of Arvo Pärt by 

Ohad Naharin. December 3–6, for more information, 

visit www.harristheaterchicago.org.

World Kitchen

Explore Chicago’s diverse cultural heritage 

through ethnic cuisines and focus on culinary 

skills in a state-of-the-art World Kitchen facility. 

World Kitchen offers opportunities to experience 

the true pleasures of food as nourishment for 

both body and soul. Food industry professionals 

share their expertise with students at any level of 

cooking experience. Through December 5 at Gallery 

37 Center for the Arts (66 E. Randolph Street). Contact 

312.742.8497 to register.

Richard III at the Shakespeare Theater

Artistic Director Barbara Gaines opens the 

season with Shakespeare’s tale of a brilliant, 

scheming hunchback who seduces and murders 

his way to the English throne. This captivating 

drama has thrilled audiences across the centuries, 

and now takes center stage at Chicago’s home for 

Shakespeare. Through November 22nd, visit 

www.chicagoshakes.com for more information.

Fedra Queen of Haiti at the Lookinglass Theatre

Afrodite’s fury is unleashed upon Haiti, 

the world’s greatest superpower, in this story 

of power and lust. Through November 15th. Visit 

Lookingglasstheatre.org for more information.

A Christmas Carol at The Goodman Theatre

A critically acclaimed adaptation of this classic 

Dickens tale. November 20th through December 31st. 

Visit www.goodmantheatre.com for more information.

Food & Wine Entertaining Showcase

Discover the latest entertaining tips and 

trends at Food & Wine’s 11th Annual Entertaining 

Showcase, featuring Chicago’s leading chefs plus 

wines and spirits from around the world. November 

16, 6:30–9:30 p.m. at the MCA. For more information, 

visit www.foodandwine.com/chicago.

Fashion Focus Chicago presents Fashion Cafes

Fashion Focus Chicago presents the Fashion 

Café Series at the Chicago Cultural Center. 

The �rst-ever fashion series will bring Chicago 

boutiques and designers together for a once-

monthly evening of shopping and a discussion 

hosted by a member of the Chicago fashion 

community. Through November 12th. For more 

information, call 312.744.5905.

The Joffrey Ballet’s Nutrcracker 

Rated America’s #1 Nutcracker and described by 

the Washington Post as “the perfect ballet,” this is 

a theatrical event of irresistible power.  

Visit www.joffrey.org to purchase tickets.

Ernani at the Lyric Opera 

Magnificent sets, more than 250 spectacular 

costumes, full-blooded arias, and rousing 

choruses combine to make this an unforgettable 

performance. Through November 23rd. 

Visit www.lyricopera.org for ticket information.

fall cultural spotlight

ONE
To celebrate the grand opening of Streeter 

Place, Golub & Company is sponsoring the 

Museum of Contemporary Art’s (MCA) First 

Friday, November 6 from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. and 

inviting guests to participate in the Street Place 

Inspiration Project. 

Guests of First Fridays will be asked to use their 

creativity and inspiration to produce their 

own “mini-canvas” art piece using art materials 

supplied by Prismacolor. Their challenge will 

be to answer the question, “What inspires you?” 

Canvases from the Inspiration Project will be 

collected and displayed as an inspirational art 

exhibit at Streeter Place. 

MCA First Fridays’ consistently draw a crowd 

of Chicago’s most creative personalities for a 

night of socializing, art, entertainment and 

inspiration. In addition to participating in this 

unique art event, First Fridays offer a great way 

to explore the exhibits at the MCA in a warm 

and festive atmosphere.

So join your fellow Chicagoans and neighbors 

at the end of the work week for a night of good 

company and conversation, live entertainment 

and an opportunity to be inspired. 

the inspiration project:

what inspires you? Club 355 celebrates inspired rental living with features 
that bring to life the many dimensions of Streeter Place 
and the dynamic Streeterville neighborhood. In this 
issue we offer a sampling of the rich cultural landscape 
that makes Streeterville such a captivating place to live. 
Our feature story exempli�es the unique synergy between 
Streeter Place and the world of art that surrounds it.

Join us at the MCA’s First Friday on 

November 6 at 6 p.m.:

TICKETS 

at the event: 

$8 FOR MCA MEMBERS 

$16 FOR NON-MEMBERS  

 

advance purchase:

$8 FOR MCA MEMBERS 

$11 FOR NON-MEMBERS

Advanced tickets may be ordered online 

at www.mcachicago.org, or call the MCA 

Box Of�ce at (312) 397-4010. 

FOOD AND DRINKS

CASH BAR FEATURING SPECIALTY DRINKS 

FREE WOLFGANG PUCK APPETIZERS

Guests must be 21 or older to enter. 

LOCATION

220 EAST CHICAGO AVENUE,  

CHICAGO, IL 60611

For more information, visit the Programs 

& Events section at www.mcachicago.org

THE STREETER PLACE NEWSLETTER
FALL // 355 EAST OHIO STREET

A SPOTLIGHT ON CHICAGO CULTURE

»the CULTURE 
           issue
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Dear Streeter Place Resident,

Thank you for choosing Streeter Place as your home. We’re glad to have you as part 

of our vibrant community, and are committed to helping you live an inspired life 

through our many exclusive resident benefi ts.

In addition to the full suite of building amenities available on the amenities 

fl oor, we are pleased to present you with the Club 355 Cobalt Card—a unique 

membership program that brings you the best that Streeterville and the 

surrounding city have to offer. Your Cobalt Card entitles you to exciting benefi ts 

and great value at some of the best shops, restaurants, clubs and cultural venues in 

Streeterville and beyond.

Simply present the card at any participating venue to receive your benefi ts. A 

complete list of our partners and associated benefi ts can be found on our website at 

www.streeterplace.com.

Be sure to follow @SPCobaltCard on Twitter or visit the Streeter Place Facebook 

page to receive updates on new partners who have joined our network, and to learn 

about special one-time offers sponsored by Streeter Place.

Welcome to a world of inspiration with the Club 355 Cobalt Card!

Sincerely,

Bob Bonifazi

General Manager

The Cobalt Card is non-transferable.

The Cobalt Card Program is subject to termination without notice.

Membership benefi ts may not be combined with other promotional offers.

MEMBER:

MEMBER:

For a complete list of venues and associated benefi ts, 
visit www.streeterplace.com

Card and offers are not transferable. Program is subject to termination without 
notice. Membership benefi ts may not be combined with other promotional offers.

Valid through:

For a complete list of venues and associated benefi ts, 
visit www.streeterplace.com

Card and offers are not transferable. Program is subject to termination without 
notice. Membership benefi ts may not be combined with other promotional offers.

Valid through:

for live updates and special offers, follow @SPCobaltCard 
on Twitter or visit the Streeter Place Facebook page

for live updates and special offers, follow @SPCobaltCard 
on Twitter or visit the Streeter Place Facebook page

355
East Ohio Street
Chicago, IL 60611

t. 312.595.0355  
f. 312.595.0356

www.streeterplace.com
INSPIRED RENTAL LIVING

CLUB355

COBALT CARD
Resident Benefi ts Program

CLUB355

COBALT CARD

WHAT INSPIRES

YOU?
streeterplace.com

6. Outdoor Signage

7. Inspiration Project Event at the MCA

8. Cobalt Card Resident Benefits Package
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1000

30

TRADITIONAL TELCO

TRADITIONAL CABLE

TRADITIONAL FIBER OPTIC

DARKSTRAND & NATIONAL LAMBDA RAIL

45 Mbps

45 Mbps

2.5 Gbps

10 Gbps

JPL
NASA
HUMAN GENOME
JOINT STRIKE FIGHTER
SPACE SHUTTLE
JAGUAR SUPER COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
CINEGRID
4K MEDIA STREAMING
FALCON VIEW DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY
ELECTRONIC VISUALIZATION LAB
GOOGLE PAGE RANK ALGORITHM
ICASTT27 CHANNEL SOUND LAB
COCHLEAR IMPLANT TECHNOLOGY
GREENLIGHT ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS
RANGER SUPER COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
LOW COST TITANIUM DEVELOPMENT
PISTON/VALVE FAULT ANALYSIS
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS MODELING
3D SURGERY IMAGING
TAXOL
COMPLEX MARKET RISK ANALYSIS
OPEN SOURCE GRID TECHNOLOGY

15,000 MILE LONG-HAUL NETWORK
10Gbps NOW, 40Gbps IN 2009, 100Gbps IN 2010
800Gbs CAPACITY
LAMBDAS WITH EXCLUSIVE USE
CISCO OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
FULL REDUNDANT COMMERCIAL GRADE NETWORK
30 PoP IN MAJOR MARKETS
PoPS, COLOS ARE CARRIER OWNED AND MANAGED
INTERNATIONAL CONNECTIVITY VIA GLIF

WHAT 10Gbs MEANS

HTTP://WWW.TERAGRID.ORG

HTTP://WWW.TACC.UTEXAS.EDU

HTTP://EXT.LANL.GOV

HTTP://WWW.LBL.GOV

HTTP://WWW.ORNL.GOV

HTTP://WWW.CINEGRID.ORG

ALBUQUERQUE
ATLANTA
BATON ROUGE
BOISE
BOSTON
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
EL PASO / LAS CRUCES
HOUSTON
JACKSONVILLE
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
NASHVILLE
NEW YORK
SALT LAKE CITY
PENSACOLA
PHILADELPHIA
PHOENIX
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND
RALEIGH
RATON
SAN ANTONIO
SEATTLE
SUNNYVALE
SYRACUSE
TULSA
WASHINGTON DC

DWDM FIBER ROUTE

HIGH-SPEED 
CONNECTIVITY

15,000
1 BILLION

100 DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC  
RESEARCH DATABASES

THE PERCENTAGE OF PH.D. 
RESEARCHERS AVAILABLE ON 
THE NETWORK BY DISCIPLINE

34% BIOTECHNOLOGY
15% COMPUTER IT
51% ENGINEERING

CHROMOSOMES

ATOMOXETINE

ATOMOXETINE

MECHANICAL JOINT

DNA

DARKSTRAND

RON

LOCAL PARTNER

1

2

3

4

5

DARKSTRAND

OAK RIDGE

TRILLION CALCULATIONS PER SECOND
on the new cray xt5 supercomputer

4,000
LOS ALAMOS

DNA VARIATIONS
analyzed by los alamos lab scientists

TERAFLOPS
available on the sunblade “ranger” supercomputer

150,000 NUMBER OF PH.D. RESEARCHERS
at top facilities available for collaboration

NASA

NUMBER OF OFFICE COMPUTERS
of comparable memory capacity available

40 10 Gbps WAVES

40 10 Gbps WAVES

ARGONNE

600

YEARS OF SCIENTIFIC
research and innovation

CINEGRID

4,000DOTS PER HORIZONTAL INCH
streaming over 10,000 miles

NUMBER OF COMPANIES
that have done research with argonne

TERAGRID

PETABYTES
of online and archival data storage

THE GENESIS

AT THE CENTER IS

DO MORE FASTER

IDEA LIBERATOR The most challenging opportunities must be met with skills and capabilities beyond 

even those of the largest and most successful companies. Darkstrand liberates your 

thoughts of what is possible, enabling you to produce remarkable ideas in ways never 

available to the private sector until now.

10Gbps throughput to 30 coast-to-coast locations and access 

to the world’s most powerful high-performance computing 

environment and research teams allows for custom solutions 

to solve the most complex and burdensome workflow problems. 

Darkstrand will also manage the migration process of the 

network, upgrading to meet your future needs along the way.

In spring of 2008, Darkstrand purchased half the fiber optic 

capacity of the most powerful research backbone in the 

country—the National LambdaRail (NLR)—becoming the exclusive 

company to commercialize the network, with access to affiliated 

high-performance computing facilities and research teams.

THINK IMPOSSIBLE

MORE TECH SPECS THAN YOU CAN SHAKE A
10 Gig LAMBDA STRAND AT, INCLUDING:

LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
ROADRUNNER POWERXCELL 8I
1.026 PETAFLOPS 

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY
BLUE GENE/L
478.2 TERAFLOPS

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
BLUE GENE/P
450.3 TERAFLOPS

TEXAS ADVANCED COMPUTING CENTER
SUN SUNBLADE X6420 “RANGER”
326 TERAFLOPS

OAK RIDGE  NATIONAL LABORATORY
CRAY XT4 “JAGUAR”
205 TERAFLOPS
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HTTP://WWW.NASA.GOV

CISCO SYSTEMS

4.5 BILLION DOLLARS INVESTED
in research and development by cisco in 2008

HTTP://WWW.CISCO.COM

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
COMPUTING

RESEARCH
CONSULTING

ROUTE MILES
of cable in the network

TIME TO TRANSFER
one digital �lm

NUMBER OF GIGABITS
transfered in one day

BITS PER SECOND
of throughput

AVAILABLE
for national enterprise footprint

AVAILABLE
for smaller footprint and project work

THE NUMBER OF SUPERCOMPUTERS
currently in operation on the network41

HTTP://WWW.ANL.GOV

N
H

O

CH3

H3C

N
H

O

CH3

H3C

NUMBER OF RESEARCH FACILITIES
available on the network for collaboration187

NTSC 720 X 480

PAL 720 X 576

HDTV 1280 X 720

HDTV 1920 X 1080

RED 2K 2048 X 1152

ACADEMY 2K 1828 X 1332

RED 3K 3072 X 1728
RED 4K 4096 X 2304

ACADEMY 4K 3656 X 2664

NEW MEXICO COMPUTING 
APPLICATION CENTER

28,000

MILLION EMBEDED MICRO PROCESSORS
to predict global climate change

LAWRENCE BERKELEY
NATIONAL LABORATORY

20

TEXAS ADVANCED COMPUTING
326

NETWORK HARDWARE

A NEW WAY TO INNOVATE

LIGHT YOUR WAY

Darkstrand is the rst company built to connect 
the disparate worlds of technology research and 
commerce, translating the needs of both into an 
actionable and protable business model for all.

The Darkstrand ecosystem will give companies 
the unleashed power and speed they need to solve 
work�ow problems using high-performance 
computing tools in a networked grid environment 
to link their teams, facilities and suppliers. 

We call this the Darkstrand ecosystem because, 
for the rst time, companies can connect 
all resources, tools, applications and people, 
wherever they are in the world.

Darkstrand has an unparalleled opportunity to 
commercialize the high-speed, supercomputing 
network that has fueled massive project work 
for NASA, the U.S. Department of Defense, the  
U.S. Department of Energy and the worldwide 
scientic community. This advanced optical 
network— the only one of its kind on the 
planet — is  not theoretical. Darkstrand is fully 
operational with PoP access near major industries 
across every sector.

Supplies are truly limited. Think of Darkstrand 
like buying beachfront property in St. Tropez. 
Only this beach is your ability to plan for your 
enterprise over the next 10 to 15 years. 

Be forewarned, however. There are only 40, 
fabulously desirable, national 10 Gbps waves 
available for dedicated use, and, as the saying goes, 

“They’re not making any more of it.” 

END TO END
Whether it’s the last mile or the last few hundred 
feet, connectivity to your company’s doorstep is a 
challenge for all commercial networks. Darkstrand 
liberates your company from access concerns by 
removing that hurdle in collaboration with 
regional optical networks (RONs) like the Florida 
LambdaRail and multiple last mile providers.

Through Darkstrand, a major media company 
can create content, collapse pipeline production 
times, and link production and post-production 
communities into one network. A manufacturer 
can simulate all design, stress and regulatory 
requirements in a single, full product computational 
mode across its production supplier value chain. 
A biosciences company can shorten the time it 
takes to understand disease at the molecular 
level, simulate multiple complex reactions, 
customize medicines to genetic makeup, and get 
drugs to market. A nancial services company 
can react faster to market variations, run complex 
trading simulations and manage growing 
compliance requirements for data storage. 
What will you try?

WHAT WOULD YOU TRY?

A ONCE IN A CAREER CHANCE

1. Sales Brochure/Poster
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TOBIN THE MORTON ARBORETUM@

tobin the morton arboretum@

a four seasons

april 2010–january 2011
exhibition

tobin the morton arboretum@

a four seasons

april 2010–january 2011
exhibition

TOBIN 
  at the MORTON ARBORETUM

TOBIN 
  at the MORTON ARBORETUM

 TOBIN THE MORTON ARBORETUM@
 TOBIN THE MORTON ARBORETUM@

 TOBIN THE MORTON ARBORETUM@

1. Logo

2. Posters

3. T-shirt Concepts



This Arbor Day, students from Chicago Public Schools are teaching us an important lesson: one tree makes 

a difference. See their inspiring thoughts about trees, inscribed on vibrant green ribbons, dramatically displayed 

on a majestic Triumph™ Elm in the middle of Michigan Avenue throughout the week of April 19–24. Get your 

own Green Ribbon there too, and make a difference when you plant a tree for Arbor Day.

Learn more about Arbor Day and how you can make a difference by visiting www.mortonarb.org.

One Tree Makes A Difference.

4. Arbor Day Ad



T H E  M O R T O N  A R B O R E T U M

The welcome mat is out for a world far less domesticated than our own. From May 22 to November 15,
 Animal Houses, a new one-of-a-kind art exhibition at The Morton Arboretum, lets you explore every nook
 and cranny of 11 larger-than-life animal habitats, including a raccoon den, a beaver lodge, and a heron nest.
 All built to human scale. Discover more at mortonarb.org. We’ll spruce up the place before you get here.

5. Animal Houses Identity/Ad Unit
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The City of Los Angeles sought to provide its 

30,000 users with a cost-effective e-mail system 

that featured cutting-edge functionality. Upgrading 

the in-house system would have meant large capital 

investment in a time of historic budget pressures.

Based on our experience creating complex e-mail 

systems, the City asked CSC to collaborate with 

alliance partner Google on an advanced cloud 

computing solution. Adhering to an accelerated 

schedule, we are successfully delivering the largest-

ever cloud project in the public sector and bringing 

the convenience of Gmail and the flexibility of Google 

Apps to the City’s workforce in less than one year. 

This industry-leading collaboration is already 

enabling the City to achieve cost savings while 

enhancing functionality, and to better serve citizens 

while maximizing the value of taxpayer dollars: 

 

• Estimated cost savings of 43 percent over five years 

• New features such as iPhone compatibility and 

videoconferencing 

• Customized security for first responders and 

improved disaster recovery 

CITy OF LOs ANgELEs sOARs INTO ThE CLOUd WITh COsT 
sAvINgs ANd BETTER sERvICE TO ITs CITIZENs 

Our Environment 

CSC is a recognized world leader in environmentally sustainable business 

practices, including Green IT. By automatically and safely powering down more 

than 25,000 desktop computers during non-work hours, we anticipate saving 

more than 25 million kW hours of electricity this year. Recently, SAP named 

us a Sustainability Partner of the Year for our commitment to helping clients 

benefit from environmentally friendly business practices.

Iv. lookIng ahead

With a strong financial foundation, increasingly efficient operations, significant 

new business bookings, and a proven ability to help clients reduce costs, 

discover new ways to ease regulatory compliance, and transform their 

organizations to enhance competitive advantage, CSC stands ready to build on 

the momentum we created over the past three years to accelerate growth as 

we look ahead. 

Target High-Growth Markets 

We are leveraging our deep public sector cyber security experience to meet 

increased commercial demand. We are uniquely qualified to help organizations 

move to the cloud with Trusted Cloud and other offerings. And we are poised 

to capture market share related to increased government healthcare spending 

across the globe.

Grow Our Public Sector Business 

As we focus on helping the U.S. Federal Government address critical priorities 
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This year,  

CSC was named  

to the Business  

in the Community 

(BITC) Top 100, 

a prestigious 

industry recognition 

for corporate 

responsibility 

excellence.

sAFEGuARDING  
tHE WORLD's MOst 
sENsItIVE DAtA
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our customers, optimizing finite resources and lowering operating costs, and 

minimizing our environmental impact through Green initiatives. 

Our Employees 

This fiscal year our 94,000 professionals accessed millions of training hours to 

improve their advanced technology and leadership skills. The people of CSC 

speak dozens of languages and work out of more than 550 CSC locations as 

they serve clients in 90 countries worldwide. Diversity is a core CSC value, and 

in FY10 we were recognized by CAREERS & the disABLED magazine as one of 

America’s Top 50 Employers for People with Disabilities.

Our Clients 

Throughout the year we demonstrated the depth of our commitment to our 

clients’ success and produced results aligned with their unique objectives, 

whether it was simplifying claims submission for flood victims, enabling 

businesses to shrink their carbon footprint, helping government agencies 

modernize their supply chains, collaborating with leading banks to help 

mortgageholders remain in their homes, or protecting workers in hazardous 

environments.

Our Communities 

We recently increased our support of the American Red Cross and other 

organizations as part of our corporate giving program. At the same time, CSC 

employees around the world volunteered their time and energy to establish 

schools in impoverished areas, support wounded warriors and their caregivers, 

and raise money to fight multiple sclerosis and cancer.

ADVANCING  
HEALtHCARE  
AROuND tHE WORLD

CSC has been instrumental in building the national 

electronic health systems in the U.K., Denmark, and 

the Netherlands, as well as the successful statewide 

electronic health exchange in Massachusetts, U.S. 

Today we are helping the U.K. National Health Service 

shape the future of health IT by giving approximately 

60 percent of the English population ready access 

to convenient, secure, and cost-effective electronic 

health records. CSC met a significant milestone this 

year with our one-thousandth system installation 

for general practitioners, and our solution currently 

enables over 50 million secure patient consultations 

every month. 

CSC continues to evaluate the highest and best uses of cash. With confidence 

in our future cash flows, in May 2010 we initiated a quarterly cash dividend for 

shareholders.

POsITIONEd TO sEIZE OPPORTUNITIEs WORLdWIdE

During the past fiscal year, CSC built on existing strengths to capture 

opportunities in important growing segments of our markets. 

Cyber Security 

As a leader in the rapidly growing cyber security market, we currently protect 

the world’s most sensitive data across the public and private sectors, from the 

U.S. Department of Defense and the Federal Bureau of Investigation to global 

banks and chemical companies. During the past fiscal year, we won four major 

cyber awards, achieved a prestigious testing certification, and welcomed 

experienced new leaders to our cyber practice.

Cloud Computing 

Building on our decades of experience managing complex IT environments, 

we helped several clients access the on-demand flexibility and cost-

effectiveness of cloud computing. We not only extended our relationship 

with leading technology partners for cloud software products, but we also 

won the largest-ever cloud project in the public sector. 

Health IT 

CSC’s support of major healthcare IT initiatives in the U.S., U.K., Australia, and 

China positions us to capitalize on the expected growth in the global health IT 

marketplace. Our systems and solutions for England’s National Health Service 

now facilitate the delivery of healthcare services to more than 15 million 

patients. We also built and manage the large-scale eMedNY system, which has 

enabled the state of New York to offer better service to providers and become 

a national leader in Medicaid management. This year we were ranked by 

respected health IT analyst KLAS as the leading consultancy for key healthcare 

IT solutions.

Emerging Markets 

We built on our capabilities in regions with high-growth potential and globally 

leveraged talent pools, including India, China, South Asia, and Eastern Europe. 

And in Latin America, our strategic acquisition of one of Brazil’s leading 

consulting practices enabled us to establish a more significant and influential 

presence in one of the world’s largest emerging markets. Our presence in these 

markets allows us to expand our services to our multinational clients, while 

providing opportunity to introduce new offerings to serve local clients. 

III. a responsIBle Corporate leader 

dEvELOPINg OUR WORkFORCE. INvEsTINg IN OUR WORLd.

The CSC corporate responsibility commitment embraces all aspects of our 

business—increasing shareholder value, investing in our employees and 

providing a stimulating work environment, delivering superior services to 

This year, CSC  

won multi-billion 

dollar contracts with 

Zurich Financial, the 

U.S. Department 

of State, Raytheon, 

United Technologies 

Corporation, and 

other leading 

organizations.
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WHO WE ARE AND WHY NOW
The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell your congressman that this is against 

fair trade practices. The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell your congressman 

that this is against fair trade practices. The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell 

your congressman that this is against fair trade practices.

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 

I am worried that with the new Healthcare bill, 
                           I won’t be able to support my children.

-John Smith
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WHO WE ARE AND WHY NOW
The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell your congressman that this is against 

fair trade practices. The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell your congressman 

that this is against fair trade practices. The congress just proposed a bill on extending subsidies for imported steel. Tell 

your congressman that this is against fair trade practices.

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 

Jane Smith
I am an HR Manager at NUCOR. 

I am worried that with the new Healthcare bill, 

I won’t be able to support my children.

To hear my story, click the play button.

AGE: 35

LLOCATION: Chicago, IL
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Should “Meet the 
Press” get a new 
set now that a new 
host has been 
named?

POLL—OTHER ISSUES—

Trade Issues

MAIN ISSUE—

SHARE THIS >

OPINION—

NEWS   |       1    2     3     4     5

It has been said that politics is too important to leave to the politicians. Because the legislative process seems 

destined to prevent us from acting on matters that mandate our present and legislate our future, we created 

this site. Here we will share information that creates perspective. Here we will sharpen our thoughts and 

galvanize the convictions that spark action for common interests. Here leaders in government, who may lack 

imagination to consider alternatives, will learn to appreciate our informed opinion. 

Together we will make a difference.     

GALVANIZE CONVICTIONS, SPARK ACTIONS.

DISCUSS FIND ACT
SEARCH

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
by NUCOR

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 

2. Homepage
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We’re Governed by Callous Children
by Peggy Noonan

FEATURED OP-ED—

Should “Meet the 
Press” get a new 
set now that a new 
host has been 
named?

POLL—STEEL INDUSTRY NEWS—

11/2/09  Steelmakers' Revival May Rest On Autos

11/2/09  Nucor dedicates men of steel

11/2/09  Nucor Steel Improves Worker Hearing Protection 
    with New Howard Leight Technology

11/2/09  U.S. Steel Is No Steal

11/2/09  From Soybeans to Steel

POPULAR TOPICS—

FORUMS—

Search the Support Forums

Enter a few words that describe the problem you’re having.

SEARCH >

DISCUSS >

Governments, foreign and domestic, should not determine industry 

winners and losers via subsidies, especially when such subsidies 

are directed to the weak and to the few. Only when government 

subsidies end will the industry have any hope of competing on its 

own long-term in a global market of free, but fair, trade. 

JOINING THE DISCUSSION

DISCUSS FIND ACT
SEARCH

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
by NUCOR

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
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Mr. Smith went to Washington to fight for a lost cause. Now you can fight for 

whatever cause interests you without leaving the comforts of home. Use this 

tool to find your representative in congress, specific legislation, and experts 

and members associated with “Together. Galvanized.”

NO MORE LOST CAUSES.

Find Your Legislator

SEARCH >

ZIP

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

+4 CODE

Please enter your 9-digit zipcode (ZIP +4):

Or, if you don’t know your ZIP+4, please enter your address:

Find Legislation

SEARCH >

Enter keyword(s):

Find Experts or Members

SEARCH >

Enter keyword(s):

FIND >

DISCUSS FIND ACT
SEARCH
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by NUCOR
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11/2/09  Steelmakers' Revival May Rest On Autos

11/2/09  Nucor dedicates men of steel

11/2/09  Nucor Steel Improves Worker Hearing Protection 
    with New Howard Leight Technology

11/2/09  U.S. Steel Is No Steal

11/2/09  From Soybeans to Steel

What can you do?

The U.S. steel industry today looks a lot like the nation at large: optimistic in some places, 

pessimistic in others, but without any more insight into the future than the rest of the country.

Trade Issues

Healthcare Issues

Environmental Issues

Employee Relations Issues

ACT > 

������  ����� ��� ��  �

����� ������� ������ ��� ��

TAKE ACTION >

�                  � ��  �

We cannot seek change in general. Successful action is always specific, 

concrete, and individualized. As an informed member of the electorate, 

you owe it to yourself to act, especially when you do not agree with a 

particular course of action. Silence is worse than ignorance. so hare 

your point of view with those that matter. Encourage involvement form 

others, as well.

SMALL SPARKS IGNITE CHANGE.

Trade     Environment     Employee Relations     Healthcare

DISCUSS FIND ACT
SEARCH

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
by      

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 

3. Top Tier: Find/Act/Discuss
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TAKE ACTION >
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11/2/09  Renminbi at heart of world trade imbalances
        By Alan Beattie. “The Americans get the toys, the Chinese get...

11/2/09  US, China wrap up high-level trade talks
         China and the United States wrapped up trade talks Thursday...

11/2/09  Ryan tries to relight China currency fire
         By Martyn Chase. Rep. Tim Ryan (D., Ohio), a key player in previous...

111/2/09  New Bill Would Give Feds More Authority to Crack  
     Down on Trade Practices That Undermine    
     American Workers, Businesses
         U.S. Sens. Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) and Sherrod Brown (D-OH)...
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SHARE THIS >

ACT > TRADE > 

TRADE   |       Currency Manipulation       Dumping       Other Focus        Other Focus

OUR VISION: A GLOBAL MARKET OF FREE, BUT FAIR, TRADE 

Trade     Environment     Employee Relations     Healthcare
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Steelmakers’ Revival May Rest on Autos

By Paul Vigna & John Shipman

The U.S. steel industry today looks a lot like the nation at large: optimistic in some places, 

pessimistic in others, but without any more insight into the future than the rest of the 

country.

SSteelmakers have been hit hard by the global slowdown in sales of everything from 

appliances and autos to construction. Their latest results continue to reflect its effects.

United States Steel Corp. and Nucor Corp. each swung to third-quarter losses. AK Steel 

Holding Corp.'s earnings were down 97% and Schnitzer Steel Industries Inc.'s fiscal 

fourth-quarter profit fell 92%.

IIt's not just the U.S. steel industry that's struggling. Steelmakers in even growing economies 

such as China and India are struggling. Wednesday, ArcelorMittal, the world's largest steel 

producer, is expected to report a loss of $53 million, from a $3.82 billion profit last year.

IIndia's Tata Steel Ltd., the world's eighth-largest steel producer, Tuesday reported profits at 

its Indian operations nearly halved on lower prices and competition from imports. China's 

Angang Steel Co., the second-largest steelmaker in China, posted a 16.7% drop in 

third-quarter profits on a 16% sales decline. China recently has been looking to curb 

capacity amid what it views as a severe oversupply.

IIn an unusual turn of events, that drop in U.S. demand is turning the nation's steelmakers 

into exporters. The American Institute for International Steel says the U.S. was a net 

exporter of steel in August for the first time in more than 50 years. Still, there are few signs 

of a pickup.

UU.S. Steel still predicts a fourth-quarter operating loss. "We remain cautious in our outlook 

for end-user demand," Chief Executive John Surma said, as order rates—domestically and at 

its European operations—have fallen from the third quarter. He expects improvement in 

"overall" fourth-quarter results, driven mainly by demand by auto makers and 

food-packaging markets.

TThe tone seems a little better at AK Steel. The company did post its first profit in a year and 

expects to ship more tonnage in the fourth quarter than it did in both the third quarter and 

last year's fourth quarter. Chief Executive James Wainscott said he was "delighted" with the 

profit.

During a conference call, he cited increased demand from "some of our customers, 

particularly on the carbon steel side of our business."

BBoth AK's Mr. Wainscott and U.S. Steel's Mr. Surma suggested the fourth-quarter outlook is 

tied in part to the fortunes of the auto industry. Mr. Wainscott said his assessment last 

quarter on second-half automotive shipments "was too conservative" and now expects a 

60% increase versus the first half instead of only 40%.

Mr. Surma indicated during his company's call that if U.S. auto sales are decent, demand 

from the sector can hold up into next year. If not, look for it to slow, he said.

AAnd therein lies some of the concern. Recent increases in demand are coming from 

customers replenishing whittled-down inventories, but not necessarily from sustained end 

demand from consumers.

For example, the government's cash-for-clunkers incentive spurred a sharp spike in sales 

and cleared out auto maker inventories. But once the program ended in August, sales 

dropped to their previous low levels.
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Writing a Letter

This letter creation tool is divided into five sections. Just select the different options and 

at the end it will generate a letter based on your selections. 

ACT > TRADE > LETTER

PREVIEW LETTER >

INTRODUCE YOURSELF—

Who do you want to write to

             This list is based on the officials in your district.

Your background 

   Industry

   Experience

   Job Title

E.G. AUTO, STEEL, SERVICES

E.G. MANAGER, MECHANIC, CONSULTANT

- SELECT ONE -

- SELECT ONE -

COMPLETED

IDENTIFTY SUBJECT—

EXPRESS CONCERN—

TAKE ACTION—

SIGN OFF—

- SELECT ONE -

LETTER SETTINGS—

We cannot seek change in general. Successful action is always specific, 

concrete, and individualized. As an informed member of the electorate, 

you owe it to yourself to act, especially when you do not agree with a 

particular course of action. 

SMALL SPARKS IGNITE CHANGE.

Trade     Environment     Employee Relations     Healthcare

DISCUSS FIND ACT
SEARCH

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
by NUCOR

TOGETHER. GALVANIZED. 
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NOW PUBLIC.

Chicago Board Options Exchange, the first and largest 
US options market, is now publicly traded.

Chicago Board Options Exchange, Incorporated is a subsidiary of CBOE Holdings, Inc. (Nasdaq symbol: CBOE)  

A prospectus is available from Goldman, Sachs & Co., Prospectus Department, 200 West Street, New York, NY 10282.
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Discovery  NM630 
Innovation to expand your care.

GE Healthcare

510(k) pending at FDA. Not available for sale in the United States.

“I was looking for answers but dreading the  
process. I was so relieved to find it would be  

quick and with minimal discomfort.” 

510(k) pending at FDA. Not available for sale in the United States.

Focus on what matters most.
Your reason for being is the health of countless patients who come to you for care.  
This is why GE Healthcare strives to make our advanced imaging technology more accessible. 
It is why our products are designed to help you deliver not only an accurate diagnosis, but do it 
with comfort and peace-of-mind for your patients. It is why GE Healthcare created the 
Discovery* NM630.

Combining intuitive interfaces and ease of operation with superb image quality, the 
Discovery NM630 gives healthcare providers the outstanding capability to deliver excellent 
care to their patients. With doses as low as half those of standard NM scanning protocols.  
With the potential for significantly less time on the table. And without compromising on image 
quality.

The Discovery NM630 can even be upgraded to a Discovery NM/CT 670 by adding CT 
capabilities for true hybrid imaging, helping to protect your investment while expanding your 
diagnostic horizons.  

510(k) pending at FDA. Not available for sale in the United States.

1. Brochure
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A collaborative marketing R&D project led by 

the @work  
state of mind 
project:
engaging those 
who are most 
engaged

1. @Work State of Mind Brochure



Executive Summary

At Gyro, we believe that the world has changed—

dramatically, irrevocably. Work for the growing 

population of knowledge workers is no longer a place, 

but a state of mind.

Because of this, we believe that traditional business-

to-business marketing is dead, and business must tap 

into a new consciousness. 

We call it The @Work State of Mind.

The @Work State of Mind Project is a collaborative 

research effort led by Gyro. It seeks to better 

understand what is driving changes in marketing 

communications. We are specifically interested in 

understanding the evolving nature of decision making  

by business leaders and the how developing technologies 

affect that process.

To that end, we are inviting thought leaders from a range 

of disciplines and industries to join this collaborative 

marketing R&D project. 

We encourage you to add your thought and ideas  

to this effort. 

work is  
not a place. 
now it’s a  
state of mind.

Today it’s understandable if those inhabiting a 

marketing department or leading a business through 

transition feel as if they have the life expectancy of 

a mayfly. That is to say, an existence that’s all too 

brief.

There never seems to be enough time to clarify all 

that needs understanding. So that new ideas can be 

generated, promising concepts developed, and disruptive 

innovations can be brought to the marketplace with 

inherent distinction and desired relevance.

Marketing has reached its middle age. And continued 

practice of the means and methods from days gone by 

will ensure undoubtedly a brutish and short existence. 

Future growth and success require a new, enlightened 

approach. Yet achieving it will be anything but easy. 

The fragmented nature of messaging has only increased 

since the dawn of the new millennium. And our view of 

the solution is currently fuzzy at best.

That is why Gyro has started a project known as  

The @Work State of Mind. This collaborative research 

initiative seeks to better understand decision making of 

the knowledge workers who are responsible for shaping 

the world around us.

who will 
survive 
marketing’s 
middle age?
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Figure 1.0

This framework depicts concepts and areas of interest 

for the collaborative research effort being led by gyro. 

Unlike traditional business-to-business marketing 

communications that focused much of its energy 

toward managers and leaders, we believe empathy and 

an appreciation of The @Work State of Mind provide 

organizations and individuals with a new ability to 

connect in a meaningful way, enabling an integrated 

lifestyle that is mutually supportive and reinforcing.

With this research project, we seek to prove that 

The @Work State of Mind results from a variety of 

dynamic forces, with the empowering nature of digital 

technologies and rising socialization in all aspects 

of our lives, including how we develop, nurture, and 

sustain business relationships.

If you have a message to share or a business to build, 

consider yourself fortunate for being aware of rapidly 

evolving circumstances prevalent in today’s neo-BtoB 

marketplace.

what drives 
the change we 
experience 
today?
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lifestyle that is mutually supportive and reinforcing.
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The @Work State of Mind results from a variety of 

dynamic forces, with the empowering nature of digital 

technologies and rising socialization in all aspects 

of our lives, including how we develop, nurture, and 

sustain business relationships.

If you have a message to share or a business to build, 
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experience 
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